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Every few years, the geospatial industry undergoes a revolution. First it was GPS, then came total stations, laser
scanners and robotics. Now, professionals are adding another new tool: mapping drones.
These automated ‘eye in the sky’ solutions boast quick data collection times, excellent positional accuracy and
a safe operator experience. These benefits are why drones— or UAS/UAVs—are, quite literally, taking off. At
MountainSky Aerial, we recognized this a few years ago. The technology is proven. The results speak for themselves. It’s time to join the revolution with JobSite-360.

LAND SURVEYING

•
•
•
•
•

Cadastre: produce drone orthomosaic to create or update land cover & single object layers
Cadastre: overlay vector cadastre on drone
orthomosaic to identify missing objects
Cadastre: vectorise buildings/objects for upgrading of cadastre into 3D
Topographic mapping: use drone DTM for
new developments (e.g. building construction,
noise barrier design)
Import drone data into: AutoCAD, Trimble
Business Center, Virtual Surveyor etc.

JobSite-360

URBAN PLANNING & LAND MANAGMENT

•
•
•
•
•

Residential development: import drone DSM into
CAD to build virtual models based on elevation data
Land tenure: use drone orthomosaic to define boundaries when granting land titles
Flood simulation: generate DTM to simulate flooding
& prepare response/design prevention measures
Waste management: use drone DTM & orthomosaic
to calculate landfill volumes
Import drone data into: ArcGIS, QGIS, GeoMedia,
GlobalMapper etc.

JobSite-360

As easy as X,Y,Z

CONSTRUCTION & EARTHWORKS

MINING, QUARRIES & AGGREGATES

•Engineering design: speed up project planning with
accurate pre-construction surveys
•Volume measurement: use 3D drone outputs to accurately measure cut & fill
•In-construction & as-built surveys: monitor progress &
document projects via easily repeatable drone flights
•Documentation & reporting: use drone orthomosaic
& images to improve stakeholder communication &
ensure compliance
•Import drone data into: AutoCAD, Trimble Business
Center, NRG Survey etc.

• Reconciliation & valuation: measure stockpile volumes regularly within drone’s point cloud
•Condition assessment: assess condition/ slopes of
haul roads & loading pads
•Asset management: optimise plant item locations in
virtual drone model–checking sight lines,
assessing disruption etc.
•Safe site surveys: conduct surveys from site’s perimeter–limiting surveyor time on-site & reducing risk/
disruption
•Import drone data into: MineSight 3D, Maptek, Surpac, AutoCAD Civil 3D etc.

Drones Save Money
Drones save money for the constructors and their
stakeholders who choose to incorporate them into their
processes in a number of ways. The most prevalent
example of this is when drones provide photographic documentation of progress on projects. Drones are
almost always a more cost effective solution than their
traditional counterparts.

Drones Reduce Risk
Drones help to reduce risk in the construction space
in a number of ways. Utilizing drones to consistantly
monitor a job site is a relatively inexpensive experience. With a pair of eyes in the sky throughout the
project, a site can easily check for obstructions, hazards, OSHA violations and much more in effectively
no time.

LEARN MORE AT:

Web: MountainSkyAerial.com
970-623-5317

